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NEW CENTRE ADDRESS

The Ottawa Centre’s official address is once again a 
P.O. box. The old address of NRC will still be effective 
for a while for those people who aren’t aware of the new 
address. All correspondence with the Centre should 
therefore be directed to the following address:

Ottawa Centre R.A.S.C.
P.O . Box 6617 
Postal Station J 
Ottawa, Ontario K2A 3Y7

By the way, any change of address notices concerning 
Astronotes should be directed to Frank Roy.

* * *

1986 MEETING DATES Doug George

The Observer's Group meetings will take place on the 
following dates in 1986:

February 7 
March 7 
April A 
May 9 
June 6 
July A

Note that the dates for May and August are not the 
normal first Fridays, due to various conflicts.

August 8 
September 5 
October 3 
November 7 
December 5
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OBSERVER'S GROUP MEETING - JANUARY 3 Daniel Rollin

Chairman Doug George opened the meeting at 8:23 pm 
with 52 people in attendance, of whom 11 were non-members. 
There were some announcements. The Centre meeting was to 
be held on January 14. The novice workshop will be on 
January 12 at 2 pm in the auditorium of the Museum of 
Science and Technology. There will be a public Halley 
night on January 4th (5th if cloudy) between 5:30 and 7:30 
at the Huntley Centennial School. Finally, concerning Fred 
Lossing’s photomultiplier tubes (see January Astronotes), 
it has been found that the socket alone required to use the 
tubes sells for $27. A cheaper alternative is being 
investigated.

Paul Comision talked about star catalogs. He 
mentioned that many combined star atlas/catalogs are 
available to the amateur. He then went through the history 
of the early catalogs (Messier, NGC) and terminated by 
showing some modern and truly expensive star catalogs.

Frank Roy showed the IRO slide set which is a 
collection of the best astrophotographs taken by club 
members. The set can be purchased for $30 from Frank and 
profits will be used to buy equipment for IRQ.

Chairman Doug George showed the box made by Max Stuart 
to hold the eyepieces donated last year by Paul Comision. 
Both of these members were thanked for their great 
generousity. Doug also demonstrated the "Easy Guider" he 
recently acquired. Then he explained some of the secrets 
of deep sky observing. Using both optics and the 
physiology of vision, Doug explained how to obtain the best 
contrast when viewing very faint objects.

Brian Burke talked about attempting to view a daytime 
occultation last July. He then talked about the 1986 
occultations visible from the Ottawa area; 15 such events 
are forecast and the best graze will occur at 11:55 pm on 
January 17. Brian will investigate the best observing site 
and will contact members interested in participation. 
Results of observations will be sent to the International 
Occulatation Centre in Japan where they will contribute to 
studies of the moon’s orbit.

Paul Mortfield showed astrophotographs of Halley’s 
Comet taken on December 3, 14, and 25 (the only 3 clear 
nights that month!)

Kyle Nunas explained where to find the planets in the 
Winter Sky.

Max Stuart showed the latest development on his
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Schiefspiegler telescope,
Rob McCallum gave a summary of the situation 

concerning the Halley booklet. Thanks to K.G. Campbell 
Corporation, which printed an extra 500 copies for free, 
the shortage problem has been temporarily solved. To 
reduce the cost of postage, volunteers were asked to 
deliver a few copies to those who did not include return 
envelopes. Response from members was good. Rob also 
encouraged members to submit displays for the coming RASC 
General Assembly.

The meeting was closed at 10 pm.

* * *

COUNCIL MEETING - NOVEMBER 25, 1985 Sandy Ferguson

Council met on the above date in the NRC building on 
Sussex Drive.

Following acceptance of the previous meeting’s 
minutes, a number of reports from the various committees 
were tabled. Rob McCallum reported that the Dinner Meeting 
of November 22, with Bob Thirsk as guest speaker, had been 
a great success with 76 members and guests attending. It 
was suggested that the 1986 Dinner Meeting be held a week 
earlier, perhaps November 14 or 15, on the premise that we 
would be less likely to run into severe weather. As foul 
weather has accompanied the last few dinner meetings, there 
may be some merit in this suggestion!

The Program Committee announced that the upcoming 
Centre Meeting on January 14 would be jointly sponsored by 
the Centre and the Chemical Institute of Canada. Dr. Ian 
Halliday of NRC, Canada’s foremost authority on Halley’s 
Comet, would be the featured speaker, and his topic of 
course would be the comet.

Frank Roy gave a sales report on the slide sets being 
sold by the Centre. Nine sets had been sold thus far, with 
new orders having been taken. The slides are available in 
sets of 14, 16, or 30.

A good deal of discussion took place on the Centre’s 
activities for Halley’s Comet. The overwhelming response 
by the public to our Ramsayville star night, and all the 
problems encountered, necessitated discussion on how to 
overcome the problems on future star nights. In the same 
vein, response to our Halley booklet was just as
overwhelming, Rolf Meier brought one of Canada Post's 
mailbags to the meeting, stuffed to overflowing with



requests for the booklet. After lengthy discussion, it was 
decided that a number of members would meet to tackle the 
monumental pile of mail and organize distribution.

Financial and membership reports followed. Membership 
is up this year and as a result we will soon be needing 
extra room to hold meetings. The auditorium of NRC was 
suggested.

Finally, the formation of Centre committees for 1986 
took place.

* * *

EXTRA Rob McCallum

Brian Burke and I just returned from the January 25 
meeting of the National Council, at which time an increase 
in membership fees for the 1987 membership year was 
approved. The new fee structure is as follows:

Regular: $25
Junior: $15
Life: $500

In particular, members should note the substantial 
jump of $200 for life membership. Anyone who was thinking 
of becoming a life member is advised to do so now.

This is the first increase in fees since 1981 so it is 
certainly overdue. The national office has been running at 
a deficit for 2 years now and hopefully the increase will 
eliminate the need to dip into the endowment fund. Even 
with the new fees I'm convinced membership is a good deal; 
a comparison with other astronomical organizations will 
show this.

The Ottawa Centre receives 40% of the increase, an 
amount we sorely need. We won’t be seeing the money before 
next year, though, so any help with sustaining memberships 
would be appreciated!

SUSTAINING MEMBERSHIP Rob McCallum

This past year I ’ve had a couple of inquiries about 
sustaining membership. This category of membership has not 
been heavily promoted so perhaps a discussion of what it is 
and why it was implemented will encourage members to 
switch.

Sustaining membership is effectively a means of giving



members a convenient way to make an annual donation to the 
Society. Members pay an extra 20 dollars (or more if they 
wish) for which an income tax receipt is issued. Everyone 
- junior, regular, and life members - can contribute. Note 
that this is an Ottawa Centre category and as a result the 
entire donation remains within the Centre (60% of regular 
membership fees goes to the National Office).

Sustaining membership was created on the 
recommendation of the Activities and Facilities Committee 
for the 1984 membership year. Council felt it was an ideal 
way of raising revenues without imposing a mandatory 
surcharge on all members (about half of the RASC's Centres 
have such a surcharge). Having an optional surcharge 
serves the same purpose without imposing a financial 
hardship on anyone. The program is a definite success as 
we now have about 20 sustaining members. Council extends 
its appreciation to these members for their generousity.

Although most people reading this article have already 
renewed their membership for the 1986 year, it is not too 
late to change; simply send us a cheque for the additional 
amount and we'll be happy to switch you over. Write to the 
Ottawa Centre at our new address (see page 1 of this 
issue), or see Linda Meier or myself at any Observer's 
Group or Centre meeting.

* * *

NOVICE MEETINGS Sandy Ferguson

Any members who are newcomers to astronomy are invited 
to attend the Novice's Meetings, held on the second Sunday 
of each month in the auditorium of the Museum of Science 
and Technology off St. Laurent Blvd. Meetings generally 
run from 2 to 4 pm, are very informal, and are geared to 
taking some of the mystery out of astronomy. So, come join 
us at the next meeting and don't forget to bring your 
questions and ideas. Any queries, call Doug George 
(725-0668) or myself at 829-7514. Dates of meetings are:

February 9 
March 9 
April 13 
May 11 
June 8

* * * 
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CHAIRMAN* S REVIEW OF 1 985 Doug George

During the year, monthly meetings were held in room 
3001 of the NRC building at 100 Sussex Drive, with the 
exception of the December meeting, which was held in the 
auditorium. The meetings were well attended, with a few at 
standing room only.

A number of events took place over the year, with few 
cloud-outs. The season began with the first annual Messier 
Marathon, on March 22 to 24. The object of the Marathon 
was to find the most number of Messier objects possible. 
Many members participated, and were presented with 
achievement certificates.

Our first public star night took place at Andrew 
Haydon Park on May 24. Despite partially cloudy weather, 
people were shown a variety of objects.

On April 27, the International Astronomy Day was 
celebrated in grand style at the Museum of Science and 
Technology. Mary Grey set up an impressive program with 
demonstrations, talks, and public viewing. A display was 
also set up at the Merivale Mall.

In July, events included an IRO star night on July 12, 
a grazing occultation expedition on July 23, and a 
highly-successful public star night at Vincent Massey Park 
on July 26.

In August, over 20 enthusiastic Ottawa Centre members 
attended the annual Stellafane telescope maker’s 
convention, near Springfield, Vermont. Max Stuart entered 
his 13-inch Dobsonian in the telescope competition.

A series of star nights followed, with the Mississippi 
Valley Conservation Authority annual star night on August 
21. The "annual" RASC picnic was hosted by Irmi Underwood 
on September 15. The fun included a pot-luck barbecue and, 
of course, observing. Another Vincent Massey star night 
followed on the 18th.

In October the Deep Sky Weekend took place on the 
Thanksgiving weekend at IRO. Unfortunately, most of the 
time it was deep cloud. A member’s star night also took 
place at the observatory on October 19.

Our biggest event of the year was a Halley star night 
at the Ramsayville Public School, on November 15. We were 
extremely fortunate to have the only clear night in weeks! 
The event attracted about 700 enthusiastic people who lined 
up at members’ telescopes to view Halley’s Comet. A 
member’s Halley star night took place on December 14, which 
was also one of the extremely rare clear nights.
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A number of meteor showers were observed this year. 
Four members braved the -30° weather one early January 
morning to see a spectacular Quadrantid shower. Also 
observed were the April and June Lyrids, the Perseids in 
August, and the Orionids in October.

An old idea was revived in a series of novice’s 
workshops, held on the second Sunday of each month. 
Interested novices learn the basics of observing and 
telescopes. Thanks to Mary Grey and the National Museum of 
Science and Technology for the use of the auditorium.

Comets were, of course, a big attraction this year. 
With Halley’s Comet approaching, more attention was 
focussed on comets Giacobinni-Zinner and Hartley-Good, both 
being quite bright. Halley’s Comet was first seen at IRC 
by Rolf Meier on August 21/22. At that time, it was around 
14th magnitude. The comet brightened very slowly, and 
appeared dimmer than expected throughout September. It 
then brightened much more quickly, until it exceeded the 
predictions.

This was a good year for publicity, with media 
coverage of centre activities for public star nights, the 
Perseid meteor shower, and of course Halley’s Comet. 
Members have appeared in newspaper, radio, and television 
interviews. This gave us a good opportunity to advertise 
our centre, and also to warn the public about the perils 
of buying cheap telescopes.

A special booklet, Observing Halley's Comet from
Ottawa, was prepared by Rolf Meier, Rob McCallum, and Brian 
Burke. This booklet was distributed free to the public, 
and proved quite popular. The Citizen and Campbell’s 
deserve many thanks for printing the booklet free of 
charge. A version was also distributed throughout the 
Ottawa and Carleton School Boards.

This year witnessed the completion of the Centre’s new 
pulse-counting photometer, with the help of Frank Roy, Jim 
Zillinsky, myself, and a few other members.

To conclude, this certainly was a successful year for 
the Observer’s Group, with many activities for members and 
the public. Enthusiasm was evident in the attendance at 
meetings and star nights. The return of Halley’s Comet was 
a major highlight, certainly of benefit to the group.

For next year, we hope to continue an ambitious 
program of activities. We will be paying special attention 
to novice observers, while at the same time promoting more 
scientific work such as photometry, occultation timings, 
and meteor observations.
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THE SECOND HALLEY STAR NIGHT Doug George
This star night was altogether a different experience 

from the first one. This time, we were ready for any 
number of people, we had a better location, and set-up went 
smoothly. This time, we had Frank's answering machine to 
handle the calls (the poor thing had to handle hundreds). 
What didn't go smoothly, however, was the weather.

Saturday afternoon was beautifully clear, as 
predicted. What wasn't predicted was the wall of clouds 
lurking below the horizon. Despite the clouds, over 200 
people showed up. Fortunately I had, as an afterthought, 
thrown ray slide projector into the car. I spent most of 
the evening giving slide shows (until my throat died. Frank 
took over the last one). On the fun side, my telescope and 
I were filmed for the CJOH news. They were originally 
going to report on the Halley night, but ended up not even 
mentioning it. Meanwhile outside, Max and Sandy froze to 
death looking for clear patches. Kyle and Mercedes 
valiantly manned the information tables and fielded obscure 
questions. Oh well, the best laid plans of mice...

Then came Sunday. At 2 o'clock, I put a message on 
the answering machine to say that the event would not take 
place because of clouds. Ten minutes later it cleared up. 
We scrambled to get everything going again, and succeeded 
(except that we lost the refreshment stand). The sun was 
setting, everything was ready, and in came the clouds! 
About 300 people came to see them.

More slide shows. In the middle of the 3rd one, 
however, I was informed tht the skies had cleared up! Max 
Stuart had the first telescope out there, and was almost 
overrun by hoards before others could be set up. In the 
end, at least 100 people were able to see the comet during 
the 45-minute clear patch. This time, the comet's tail was 
easily visible. The star night was covered by The 
Citizen, and Max and his telescope appeared in full colour 
on the front page of the morning edition.

I would like to thank all those who came out to help, 
especially those few who came on the completely cloudy 
Saturday night.

* * *

Congratulations to all involved on a marvelously 
planned star night. February should be a quiet month for 
Halley, but wait till April! -Ed.
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THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY Rob McCallum

This year’s G.A. will be held in Winnipeg on the June 
27-29 weekend. Not many Ottawa members have attended 
lately; perhaps it is time we made our presence known. 
I’ve made some preliminary inquiries about airfare and the 
cheapest fares I’ve found are $239 (return) on Air Canada. 
I’ll round up some more information both on travel 
arrangements and the G.A. itself over the next couple of 
months. Speak to me if you’re interested - maybe we can go 
as a group.

It is also time to think about displays. You don’t 
necessarily have to go to present one, as I will ensure it 
gets there and gets set up. I intend to have a few past 
displays set up at the next couple of Observer’s Group 
meetings. They’ll give you and idea of what is usually 
done. I’ve written for display applications. Speak to me 
if you’re interested.

* * *

WANTED TO BORROW Rob McCallum

I’d like to borrow a small and light (i.e. airline 
portable) equatorial platform for the week of February 21 
to 28. I’ll be down south and would like to take a few 
photos of the southern sky and possibly Halley’s Comet. 
Call me at 225-3167 (evenings) or 728-5841 (days) if you 
can help.

* * *

AN UNUSUAL FIREBALL OBSERVATION Doug George

The night of Monday, January 6 was quite interesting 
for me. First of all, I viewed Halley’s Comet at IRO, and 
was treated to a 4th-magnitude comet with a tail almost 
half a degree long. The night also had a lot of aurora. 
Before I arrived, comet viewing had been disrupted by it, 
which is pretty amazing if you consider that the comet is 
in the south-west!

Mercedes and I were travelling home from IRO when we 
saw a brilliant aurora, with curtains, spikes, etc. So I 
turned off the 417 and headed north on Terry Fox Drive for 
1.6 km. We got out of the car, whipped out the camera, and 
the aurora disappeared.
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As we stood there wondering if it would come back again, I 
spotted a brilliant fireball, moving very slowly. In fact, 
I was able to alert Mercedes to it in time for her to see 
it. It lasted about 2 seconds. The meteor passed 1 or 2 
degrees to the west of Deneb (which was a dim shadow in 
comparison), and sloped slightly to the west. It appeared 
to slow down somewhat before it faded.

Most astounding of all, however, was the sound. Yes, 
the sound! A whooshing noise, which Mercedes described as 
sounding like a distant jet. The sound appeared just after 
the meteor first appeared, and faded when the meteor 
faded. The sound did not come from the direction of the 
meteor, and was quite audible.

When I got home, I remembered reading about meteor 
sounds somewhere, and it turned out to be the December, 
1985 issue of Sky and Telescope. The article pointed out 
that it is impossible to hear directly a sound made by a 
meteor at the exact same time as the meteor appears. This 
is because the sound would take some time to travel to the 
observer. As a result, most meteor scientists had 
considered these to be a psychological phenomenon. In my 
case, I doubt that, because I’m used to meteors NOT making 
sounds.

Colin Keay, a physics professor in Australia, proposed 
a plausible mechanism in 1980. When a high-velocity object 
enters the earth’s atmosphere, it leaves a turbulent, 
ionized wake. This can, apparently, twist the Earth’s 
magnetic field into "magnetic spaghetti". As the field 
relaxes, it releases its energy as Very-Low-Frequency (VLF) 
radio waves (1-10 kHz). If the observer is near some 
object which could translate the energy into audible form, 
then the observer could hear the sound at the same time he 
sees the meteor. These meteor sounds are called 
"electrophonic sounds".

I am interested if anyone else saw the meteor. It 
could be possible that it hit the ground, since it was only 
about 2 degrees from the horizon when it faded. Since I 
saw the meteor pass close to Deneb at 9:45 pm, I have quite 
a good bearing on it. If anyone else could give a 
reasonably accurate direction, triangulation could 
determine the approximate impact site.

About 10 years ago, I suggested a similar mechanism for 
audible northern lights in an Astronotes article called 
CRACKLING AURORA. Dissimilar metals in fences were 
proposed as a possible transducer. -Ed.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW -  PART 1 Doug George
In this series of articles I will present a review of 

the Super Polaris Celestron-8 telescope (SP-C8), the 
Skysensor computer-controlled clock drive, and the Lumicon 
Easy-Guider, This analysis is the result of several months 
observing experience and a technical evaluation of the 
equipment.

There are presently 2 versions of the Celestron-8 
telescope. The Super C-8 Plus is based on the original 
C-8, with a fork mounting. It is easier to use in southern 
skies, and has a precision mounting and worm-gear drive. 
It’s disadvantages include higher price, it is bulkier and 
heavier, and counterbalancing requires the purchase of 
additional hardware. Also, the right-ascension slow-motion 
is much, much coarser than the declination, and requires 
turning off the lock before you can turn it (the 
declination requires the opposite). A wealth of 
accessories is available, but since most can be used on the 
SP-C8, they will not be discussed here.

On the other hand, the SP-C8 has a German equatorial 
mounting. It is somewhat more difficult to use in the 
south, but much easier near the pole. The classic 
awkwardness of the German equatorial mounting design is 
almost negligible due to the extremely short telescope 
tube. Advantages include increased portability, lower 
price, a precise built-in polar alignment telescope (which 
works very well) , and easy counterbalancing. The 
slow-motion controls are wonderful, as are the large lock 
levers. Unlike the fork-mounted model, they both move the 
telescope at a reasonable rate, and both work with the 
locks on (not one on, one off). If you ever observe 
without clock-drive power (e,g. star parties), this is the 
telescope for you!

Due to the mounting design, the RA setting circle is 
not clock-driven. Drive motors are extra, although the 
declination motor is far superior to any I have seen for 
the other model. The motors are of the stepper variety, 
which results in a slight jiggle at very high 
magnification. This would only be objectionable for 
eyepiece-projection photography. The motor gearboxes have 
a substantial amount of backlash which is slightly 
annoying, though tolerable. Since the motors operate 
through the manual slow-motion controls, the manual 
controls are inoperative when the motors are in use. 
Clutches are included with the motors, permitting manual
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operation, although they are slightly inconvenient to use.
The mounting stability is good, and the wooden legs 

damp vibrations well. There is some small flexure in the 
mounting, but I have never seen it interfere with 
observing. Set-up is very fast, with the exception of the 
tripod tray. The tray helps add stability, so you should 
always use it. Unfortunately, three small wing nuts are 
used to hold it on. I ’m always afraid of losing them, and 
they’re great at freezing fingers. Also, the mounting 
holes are sometimes difficult to align.

The standard finderscope on the SP-C8 is quite small, 
although adequate. The larger one is probably worth the 
investment, but don’t get a right-angle finder. They give 
you an annoying mirror-image view. I also like to use both 
eyes, one looking through the finder, the other looking at 
the sky. Save yourself a lot of trouble and get a 
straight-through model.

I purchased my instrument with "Star-Bright" coatings, 
which are available on either model. This includes 
silver-coated primary and secondary mirrors, with a special 
coating to prevent tarnishing. It also includes the 
original "special coatings" on the corrector plate, which 
improve transmission. While these coatings do reduce light 
loss, I find their main benefit is in reduction of 
scattered light. The resulting increase in contrast is 
dramatic, making these coatings well worth the money.

In summary, I love the instrument, and have no 
hesitation in recommending it. I prefer it to the more 
expensive Super C-8 Plus, since it is easier to set up, has 
more consistent controls, has a superb polar alignment 
telescope, and is more portable. Although it is claimed 
that the Super C-8 Plus has a more accurate drive for 
photography, I can’t tell the difference. In fact, a 
near-perfect polar alignment is much more important, and 
that is easy with an SP-C8.

* * *

VARIABLE STAR WRAP-UP 1985 Sandy Ferguson

1985 proved to be a year in which interest in variable 
star observing was on the increase in the Ottawa Centre. 
Although my own observations were down drastically this 
year due to an overloaded work schedule, I was delighted 
to receive observations from 2 members who faithfully 
followed the goings-on of a number of variable stars,
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primarily those involved in the Variable Star Award.
Very early in the year 1 received a number of 

observations of the eclipsing binary RZ Casseopaeia, from 
Mr. Roger Alexander, who made a number of estimates of the 
star’s magnitude at various points in its eclipses, between 
January 3 and February 18. Mr. Alexander followed RZ Cas’s
curve on 5 occasions and 
observations below:

January 3 05:30

January 8 04:15

January 13 20:00

20:30-20:45 

February 6 21:00

February 18 19:45

20 :00
20:30
21:15
21:30

I set out a summary of his

RZ just reached full eclispe; 
moon had just set in N.W.

became invisible; moon nearly 
full

RZ coming out of eclipse; 
somewhat less brighter than 
SU Cas
seems as bright as SU Cas

just became invisible; moon 
not far past full; some whispy 
cloud

first observed - starting to 
dim; last vestige of twilight 
almost minimal 
mid-eclipse approximately 
coming out of eclipse 
clouded out; no moon

David Monoogian began observing variables in July and 
hasn’t looked back! He used the Variable Star Award 
handbook to locate the 6 variables in the program and spent 
the last half of the year observing them and keeping a 
careful log of his estimates. By the end of the year David 
had recorded over 100 brightness estimates of the program 
stars and had expanded his observing program to include a 
variety of other variable stars, such as RX Leporis, RT 
Aurigae, and T Monoceros. As the stars in his expanded 
program are mainly winter variables, we hope David’s 
enthusiasm will not be dampened now that he has chosen to 
become part of the long-john and down-coat squad!

Though my own variable observations were severely 
curtailed this year, I did manage to attend one event of 
interest. During the morning of October 11/12, component
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"A" of the famous multiple star Theta Orionis in the 
Trapezium in the Orion Nebula, eclipsed its companion in a 
lengthy 20-hour performance. Although this is a rather 
frequent event (every 65 days or so) things are not always 
favourable (i.e. it's summer; it's daytime; and the 
ever-popular it’s cloudy), we thought we could manage a 
short-term observation session. As Orion was not above the 
trees until approximately midnight, we arrived at IRQ at 
23:30. The site was completely socked in and as a result, 
observations did not commence until around 01:30. The 
eclipse was well under way by this time and we were able to 
monitor the star until approximately 04:00, when heavy 
ground fog began to move in making any further observations 
impossible. The equipment used was my 10-inch Dobsonian 
scope with a 7-mm Koening eyepiece (10.5 mm for the last 2 
estimates). Accompanying this article is a graph of the 
partial light curve we observed. Minimum light was 
predicted to occur at around 03:15 and it is evident from 
the graph tht we did observe a very slight dimming over the 
short period of time we were able to monitor the eclipse. 
The first observation appears to be quite out of line with 
the other extimates. I have no explanation for this, other 
than the fact that there may have still been a great deal 
of haze around, which made accurate estimates difficult. 
The last 2 observations on the chart were made on returning 
home to the city, where the sky appeared relatively clear. 
Although we were not able to follow the eclipse for very 
much of its curve, it was interesting in that it was the 
first time I had observed Theta Orionis in eclipse. We’ll 
be back at it again when the next favourable opportunity 
arises.

And finally, 1985 was the year the work on the 
long-awaited photometer was completed, thanks to the 
diligence of a number of Centre members. Our group is now 
very fortunate in having a valuable piece of equipment with 
which to carry out more detailed and accurate variable star 
observations (among other uses, of course!). With advice 
and information from the AAVSO and members in other Centres 
who are working on photometric projects, I hope to have a 
program put together sometime in the new year, so tht our 
group can begin to use the 16-inch for some interesting and 
valuable variable star work.

* * *

the Theta Orionis light curve follows. -Ed.
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A MID-WINTER GRAZE Brian Burke

This month’s graze is within 6.5 km of the centre of 
Ottawa at its nearest approach. However, there may be a 
few problems. First, the details:

date: 
time: 
star: 

magnitude: 
limb: 
moon: 
type: 

location:

Tuesday, February 18 
18:17 EST 
SAO 77229 
7.7
south, dark 
70% sunlit 
margninal 
to be decided

The graze line crosses north of Ottawa through 
Gatineau, Hull, north of Aylmer, and northwest of Ottawa. 
The most likely location to observe this graze is just 
north of Aylmer or northwest of Ottawa near Quiet Site. 
Arriving at the site an hour before the event as we usually 
do will be a problem for anyone working. It will be 
necessary to meet at least by 16:30 because we will be 
dealing with after-work traffic. Note that at the time of 
the graze the sun will be only 8° below the horizon and of 
course it is a marginal graze. If you are interested in 
observing this event let me know at the meeting or call me 
in the evenings at 521-8856.

* * *

HALLEY’S COMET IN FEBRUARY Rolf Meier

Halley’s Comet will almost certainly not be seen in 
the first half of the month. My last attempt was on 
January 31, and it was too low then; it had set before the 
sky was dark enough. However, you might want to try late 
in February, when the tail of the comet should be quite 
large. It will have passed perihelion, and may be excited 
to greater brightness. The map on the next page shows the 
comet’s path from late February to early April. There is a 
slight possiblity that we will see the comet in early 
March. Note that the comet will be placed in the morning 
sky until about April 14. It is possible that the tail may 
be detected without the nucleus actually being above the 
horizon. This will require a very clear sky. The map is 
one I made for the famous Halley Handbook.
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